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Abstract--The effect of electrode material on the elementary processes associated with the elcctroreduction
of the SOCI,-AICI, system is examined by three techniques: jr-reflectance spectroscopy, linear scan
',oltammesry and galvanostatic -ulsing. Thc results of spectroscopic examination indicatc. :hc same
reaction path, ze independent of electrode material, while the shape of voltammograms clearly show the
effect of electrode material on the reaction kinetics. The latter result is further supported by galvanosiatic
pulse experinme;2s.

,.L:SCl. electroredt!ction, ir-refleclance spe-ctroscopv. electrode material

NOMENCLATURE Pollard[l], Smith et al.[2] and Nowak ct ol.[31 showed

C cocentratin, MIC~nthat, in general, good agrecment exists between the
cuncnirtton mo cmtheory and practice and that the important factor in

* capacitance. As V -determining the cell lifetime is the- form of the local
* diffusion coelfficient, cm' s' current density-overpotenlial relation and the ensu-
h. Potential. V
F Faraday constant. 96487 Cmol ing changes associated with the reaction path. Exam-

current density, A cm- 2  iniation of this system by cyclic 'sollamnctiy 'ndicated
'k rate constant, defined in Fig. 4 a complex reaction path suggesting that more than

1 running idxone species participates in the charge transfer process,
Mr running index via an adsorption step[4. 5]. Consequently, infor-
ur running index mation on the form and content of the polarization
R gas constani. J K ntmii equation and the structure and properties of the

tinwt. . electrolyte and the electrode- electrolyte interphase,
I Iin peritttuire K

Couri n C. r11are of immediate interest.
I nuivnriirn surfaice concentration, mcI cm 'In this coin;iui-Cati, we cxamie the effect of
'I 0crpoicnti~il. V electrode material on the form of the / = j(i7) re-

Surilc ace in32 lationship. We limit the discussion to events occur-
paryncier. defincd in31 ring at Au and C-glassy and, to a lesser degree Si,

- pa)rameter. defined in 3.2~ 1 electrode surfaces; the smooth Pt electrode is used as
the standard for comparison. Emphasis is on the
qualitative aspects of the charge transfer process.

1. INTRODUCTION Subj-clt o geometrical constraints, the events occur-

A tehnoogiall imprtat L/SOI, eectochmi- ring on smooth surfasce describe the behavior of the
A te hnlogeall imortnt L/SOI 2 lectochmi- porous structure found in practical batteries[6].

cal powecr source, exhibiting a high theoretical energy
densits. %3S discovered in the late 1960s and reduced
to practice, for low dlischarge rates in the 1970s. A- 2. EXPERIMENTAL
decade ,ticr a rew requirement was imposed, that of
mnaximnizing its power density. To accomplish this, Experimental details %%ere presented elsewhere
t1"o des;ip a4ppro~aches were suggested: the construe- (7. 81. Here, for convenience, we provide a brief
tion of a module cointaining tn-series connected thin summary only.
cc)lls, is ine choice, ;ind the emnployment of a flowingi
el-ct rott. vss the other Seeking an improvement in 2 aeil posdr'

erfHOirmanICe in eaich of the proposed designs, moditi- An anals .tical grade of tltionyl chloride was dis-
ci ions of' ooth the electrode struictltre and cotnpo- tilled and the middle: fraction wk,is collected aInd stored
sition %were undertaen. unrfortunately, wijth mnixed under argon. C.P. gride :tluminiiin chloride and
resuflts Si 'ttc of the difficiiltites were resolved through lihsmclrd ee used as received. All solutions
tell nldcluM lie conclisotts ceached byv Tsaur and were prepared In 3 glovIe bag inI an Inert atmosphere
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I- r b dilssols rug7 knowvn amounts (o, Al, l.ad addition of' LiCI breaks uIP [Ihe adduct and onium ion
(I in) SOCI. to I ornil .-\Cl4 and Nois ated I-i uO Li( - SCI. )

Of Interest in the tnal-,,is of the electro)de
blecrid preparaluin elect rolse interphase is the spectral region

Bcefre each experiment, the Pt, (i-glassy and Au 9)25 I 400(cm where the S 0( stretching vibrations
wokiselectrodes were polied with an Al() of neat 50(1 , sols ated Li on, add ucl And oniumn

.qneIoiiS Slurry on a polishing cloth. After rinsing ion occur at 12;31, 1202, 1117 and 10(h5 cm respect-
%%iih water the electrodes were sonicated for 5 mmi- icclv Within this region, the S -() vibrations, which
u~c it, remnose residual alumina particles. After a arc %ers. sensitise to an,, changes in the molecular
-econd aqueous rinse, Au and Pt electrodes were structure. are not obstructed by other ahsorptions[7]
rinsed ,wh methanol and allow ed to air dry. Af-ter A- ty pical spectrum" of the ALI SOCI, AICI inter-
~'ni1Cation1, the ('-glassy electrode was rinsed with phase is shown in Fig. I It reveals the preferential
() () NI 11,S504 followed by an aqueous rinse and a aidsorption on the electrode surface and enrichment
* .ithanol rinse. In the voltamnmetry and glas ano- within the interphase of both oniUm ions and II
,t.itic pulsing experiments the areas of the electrodes idducts This enrichment can be demotnstrated in two
aire 0i IX Ml c for Pt and AuI and 0.071 cm' for w ayvs. b-, using a polarized beamn or by )an', ing the

-ea-ss The electrodes were of the same degree oft spaemng2 between the electrode and %kindoA[5). For
_I Ihness practical reasons. the latter has been emiployed. The

dIC-con vol Iitom of the hanmd s into V olSt profi !es.
ln I'ivncrutum ion shown in Fig. I, provides additional in formation on,

Fhe ir spectra were obtained on ' uop'S lL i -,, .,.: -,

I-tr spectrometer (with a resolution of 2 cmn 'The bands due to adduct and oniumr ion, twko additional
external retlectance spectro-electrochcmmeal cell, pa -,- bands appear at I1 12 aid 1102 cmI These two
ic mcd af-ter that of' Foley and Pons[91, was con- bands, which dlisappear upon cathodic Polarization,
-or iictedl from a machineable ceramnic material amid were tenta tivecly assigned earlier as either Wi the
iro'. Ied with a variable distance between the AtC symtrcan symtric v ibrations of the adsorbed

s' id s nd the workingi electrode surface. The po- onium ion or 00i the S (0 stretchingz %ibrations of
it[ltine sweep rate and the electrode valvano- 011i1.urn ion and add net. respcctivclsjS]1. 'The most

ititic pulsng were controlled by aI computer dris en probable assignment is to the adsorbed oniiim ion.
poteit ostat - PA-R mTodel 173, wi!th a 276 1FF F Reduction of' the onium ion occurs as the initial step

'im11piiter interface, in the oseralj iC ed1U011ol process and may well be the
Only species directly reduced Weide intru I. The disap-
pearence of the 1132 and 11012 cm peaks on polar-

3. RESV IS ANI) DISCUSSION ization appears to be coupled suggesting that they' are
lci iced froin thc samer species. iie shiit to higher

/ri/'Jo/'i'ifrequency Indicates that adsorption is through the S
I 11 c :t'roredluction of' SOCI. in practical batter- ,rtom[5l
tA ecl ais in Tnoot h electrode Surfaces. eom~riseN 3.1 2 ( ri/c io/tanimn'rv NIosier- lloss- er a/.[51

A ct I p'rliaps more than one set) of coniscutive postulated a set of esents comprising the charge
OCLM1 %s .~ocurn ~iihin the interphase region -The transfer process which is represented '1v the scheme-

of these processes, given in RefJ5]. is based R) - R( r) -RIa) -e
-Ii thlt ,iii R ,s slberghe concept of' the interphase

i]I.wich is based on an open system whose c aIte- .I -. I
-troicture is% generated by, and responds to, the de-
ilind, imposed by the dominating process(es) This Reacting molecules. R~d), are brought to the elec-

conIcept is retained and, when coupled with three triode surface through the realction zone, (r), by
exeinitltechniques. uiz, ir spectroscopy, cy .clic diffuision. 'The adsorption molecules, RI a), undergo

l,1rinmtry and galvanostatic pulsing, is used to the charge tranfr acetn on e mre cton.rliii-trite the effect of tht. electrode maz,ial on the y ielding prodts P, (I, P, (a,). Th racton layer
liretr,insfe r process. its mechanism and kinetics is formed when the product species interact with the
I IJnifra-redi :spiu-roscopv. JoI si reflectance oncoming R Molecules. This laser is sandwiched

s1 pectroscopy is, a powerful tool in probing the between the diffusion and adsorption layers thus
electrode, electrolyte interphase]I I I[ By varying the constructing an inte rphase regmon consisting of a
elect rode potential, it is Possible to determilne, from number of layers populated by the interacting species

1crimeys in thre spectra, the species undergoing electri- [lis type of s Sstern has been exa11mnd by. amongTI
reduction is well as, their orientation oin the ekec- others. Saseart ,ind Vuanellof 13). In such sy stemns, the ~ oiice:11;
tode surfa ce F low-es Cr. before such experiments Cin ciirren t ti nie. dependence 1(0 , 1 I, for a charge transfertolj

be correctly interpreted, .1 thorough understanding is; I Ocs'; ins olving V e!lectroajctise species indl Ml I he lee
tietc"ssi rs rerzairdi og the species present In the hullk adsorption process. is; kis en by equation I-') btlaritsv
-duliti'n -Ind the equilibria between them [hfe exaim-F- iXdu I

(4 the I i(i AICIl SO(1. tenamrv system] 7 I] w). I) d t~1*, 'i (2)
ir-cdi that () S( )01,, ax. weaikl assi icuated lit) iiid,
(ill \l.l, dussuilses tlissiatoisl with the fu'rriannuii Vhe right-handl uthe of equaition 121 accounlts fo r '.hch

I, I addt. (lAI. ()S(1, (iii) these :iddiicts, coirtruitr'nns (ilu to itfisi'iual tli it' (tire sumn of Tteii
undcrgo an iiitertiml exchange reaction to form AK i1, conjcenFtraton gradieiut njlt the kinetics of tikMorT1-

.. ..... -I - )NI 1, 1, intl (I-I the tion. expressedo in tertiis of the chic iii the stirfi.cc oc..ii
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Equation (5) indicates that, for n > I, only rarelys5, 10" should a constant potential be observed during
charge transfer because of the accumulation of ad-
sorbed species. It is of interest to note, however, that

oequation (5) applies also on interruption of current;
a it follows, therefore, that qualitative information

'2, concerning the number of adsorbed species and the
_relative magnitude of the respective rate constants

-z may be inferred from the examination of E(t)
o - measured across the relaxing interphase. An example
z of the electrode potential response to a 0 0011 A cm-

cc- - - galvanostatic pulse and the return to rest potential is
0 \shown in Fig. 3. The changing conditions on the

o electrode surface are clearly displayed.
0
0

3.2. Reaction path

V, .09- Most recently, Mosier-Boss et al.[ 121 examined the
3 I I 1 ir spectra and linear scan voltammetry in greater

1 0o -0.s 0 0.s 1 0 detail. The rather crude formulation of the reaction
POTENTIALN (Ys AV/AgC" scheme, equation (1) was refined to include additional

Fig. 2. Effect of scan rate on voltammogram shape. System: activities, viz. desorption processes and catalytic
Pt/SOCI2-3.0 M AIC13; solid line; v = 10 mV s-'; dashed; events, illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, A,, A, and A.*

5mVss' refer to neat SOCI2, 1 : I complex and onium ion,
respectively. The reformulated reaction scheme shows

turbation, eg autocatalysis, adsorption and desorp- clearly the interplay between the thermodynamic and
tion, are more sharply defined at lower scan rates, kinetic aspects of the SOCI2 reduction on the clec-

3.1.3. Galvanostatic pulsing. Additional infor- trode surface. This representation also aids in the k'.
mation can be extracted by changing the nature of the interpretation of experimental data, especial',, vnnen
forcing function, f,( , '). For a clss o clLctrode such data are obtained under transient conditions '-'c p
process where adsorbed species dominate, the oleo- The effect of the electiode material will enter through
trode potential can be written in a general form: the kinetically controlled part of the overall process, t:e of

E = E(O1 ,02, .. ;j), (4) denoted as the 2-region and, only peripherally involv- spectral
ing thermodynamic considerations contained within situ ir srand its time dependence can be obtained by formal the -region. Thus, the effect of electrode material Figur(

differentiation which, for a galvanostatic pulse, yields will appear as a change in the rate constant of the Au-, Pt-.
equation (5): dE aE dO, process in the adsorbed state. (dashed

t-di (5) 3.2.1. Infrared spectra: species present. Determi- lines). It
dt cO d nation of the effect of electrode materials on the the surfa

material
1_0 path is

1.0 J I I I surfaces.
E(v) reactant(

0.8 Vr = 0.857 differs w,
ena are

0.6 potential
0.6 shift in e,

eg oniui
confines< 0.40increase
and ca l'

0.2 1190 and
inteimed

0 currently
I addi

I ir spectrc
-0.2 - 'ion and

only one
process.
and the I

niques mo

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 3.2.2.
TIME (s) Equation

Fig. Potential-time behavior across charging and relaxing interphase, System: PI/SOCI, 3.0 M must be i

AICI, -0. 1 N1 LiCl; pulse current 0.0011 A cme 2 one is tht
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Acm-- i
tential is t..... .4 - -onte2+' REACTIONon the 2AI _ A+ + AICI'4 A LAYER

A+'A! DIFFUSION

Tined the L

t greater IJ
reaction - - ......................... BULKdditional 2A, A+2 + AICI 4
catalytic
and .-\, Fig. 4 Summary of SCC1 reduction path. System: AICI 1-SOCI,; processes affecting the and A

uM ion, components of the forcing function f A) indicated. Rate constants identified.
ne sho rs
unic nd
the clec- reduction of SOCl-bearing species by the potential the other is the composition of the bulk phase, Figs

Is in the perturbation technique requires that the reaction 6a and b. It is seen that the change in the composition
ly shen path remains unchanged. The constancy of the reac- eg by addition of iron phthalocyanine or an increase
n:iti,-r.. tion path is manifested by identical species popu- in AICI 3 concentration substantially changes the

.Trough lating the electrode/electrolyte interphase, ie irrespec- shape of the voltammograms.
I process, r ive of the electrode material. To ascertain this, the Earlier[5], we concluded that the electroreduction
lv involv- spectral region 925-1400 cm ' was examined by in of SOCI2 is a two-electron transfer in which the first
:d within situ ir spectroscopy for each electrode material, one, equation (6) is irreversible and the second

material Figures 5a--d show this region reflected from the equation (7), is quasi-reversible
nt of the " Au-, Pt-, n-Si- and C-glassy surfaces at rest potential

(dashed lines) and while cathodically polariz-d (solid A4 + e -P 1 , (6)
I)eterm- - lines). It is seen that the species present on and near PI + e- -P,. (7)
s on the the surface are the same regardless of the electrode

material which, in turn, indicates that the reduction P, and P, are intermediate species which desorb from
path is the same on metallic and semiconducting the electrode surface into the reaction layer where
surfaces. It is also seen that the coticentration of they react with other species to form the products of
reactant(s) and product(s) within the interphase electroreduction Cl-, S, SO,. The charge transfer
differs which is expected because adsorption pienoin- reactions, equations (6) and (7) can be cast into
ena arc highly specific. In particular, at low over- corresponding rate equations. To illustrate, the rate
potentials the major event is the potential dependent of the charge transfer involving the first electron,
shift in equilibria between the SOCI2-bearing species, neglecting diffusion, is:
eg onium ion and adduct, occurring within the d0o
confines of the interphase region. With a further F - kcc (I 0,F - kO, - kl"0,
increase in overpotetitial, new peaks appear at 1331, dZ

and ca I 150 cm -i due to the formation of SO, and at x xp(7 F)f,/R T) - k"10, 0,

1190 and 1170cm - assigned to. as yet, unidentified E - E_, (8).intermediate specie-, containing S 0 bond(s). Con-
currently, there is a loss in the concentration of the with similar statements for the time change in other

/ I : I adduct, as well as the onium ion. From the in situ adsorbed snecies. The rate constants and 0's are
ir spectroscopy it is not clear whether both the onium defined in Fig. 4. The right-hand side contains the
ion and I : I adduct are simultaneously reduced or if rate constants k_ A, V k' anti kd for the adsorption,

. only one species participates in the charge transfer electron transfer, autocatalysis and desorption pro-
process. This ambiguity exists because the onium ion cesses. Equation (8) then accounts for the various
and the I : I adduct are coupled to one another tia a processes experienced by the reacting molecules as

- .cal equilibrium. Additional experimental tech- they traverse the interphase, ef Fig. 4 for notation.
niques must be sought to resolve this ambiguity. Depending on conditions of concentration, applied

3 2 .2 . L in e a r -c "' ... ,. . ' , . t,, ,, , , tu ci i a l dl t . . . . , , , te cvc " ' -r

LE..uatons (2) and (3) indicate that certain conditions ance of the terms in equation (8) will change.
must be met to show the effect of electrode material: It is known[ 13] that, for a given set of experimental
one is the specific I scan rate. as illustrated in Fig. 2. constraints, the linear scan voltammetry delineates

.. .........
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F-ig, 3Fftlct of aipplied p~toiial and electrode material on ir reflectance spectrum. Spectral region 0 ol . nr,

925 14lX0cni Sstcn Me 1i 0M AI; SO(1, , (aI). (b). (c) and (d) reflected from Au. Pt. Si and C-glassN
elect rode Siurface. respect isc Dlsi ahcd line electrode at rest pOMIiltidl Solid line- polarized to -- 2 (Aua). 2 oi

s Pt). - 0 ( (Si) I ns giV(-lauss) Band, A. B and C refer to oniumn ions. I I complex and
i So 1,Ii the hulk solution, respectively ~de1

I-c- P

rciirnes if' the domitnance of spccitic: processes, Ii thle Addition of F--Pc. to the electrol te SWIluttOT1 pro- N16
present case, constraintts appliedj Iii 1-i 2 produced duces a voltamliogram indicative of- a catalytic h. sIho\\
a batlanced set, :c where no singile process donitilateS effect[ 14, 15]. The catalysis masks contributions dute stzint. tht
thle voltrntinograh. Titus. the presence of' a current to strongly adsorbed species, the coupled chetmical ttoiv 01-

plateau. w~hich is associated vo th the first electron equilibrium and the charge transfer In terms of the substant:
transfer, suggests a Coupled Chemicatl reaction etther reaction path tllustrated in Fig. 4, the addition of l~tic efic,
preceding or parallel xx.ith the charge trartsfer. Indeed, AICI, has no effect on any rate constant-the auto- by equal
ain equilibrium does eitbten niuir ion and I :I catalytiL effect ener thog anicesei h
adduICt anld, froml the in sine ir experimicrtts. we concentration of A.' (a) while in the second case advorlyai
observ, . loss of' both of' these species %s ith increasing (Fe-Pc additton), the kl is faster fo r the uct',- c u
oxet potential[si Chatwing tile coniposition of- the Pt/SOCI. -(Fe- Pc) than for Pt/SOCI. . This is not the Cx a Ilat Io
electrol> te phase by either increaising the AICI, con- only effect, however: since the anodie peak due to the Faraday
cctltratiion, Fig 6a, or h the addition of' a small re-oxidlation of P.-P, is less nrominent. the rate term Ii

a lotIof Fe- Pc (es' 2 mg cm )Hg, 6ib substan- constanlt, k" .x is increased in the presence of dis- xMiich. 11,
tia l alters the shape of' thle volt ammnogram. tide solved Fe- Pc.
supia. Fig. 2 Ini thle first c:e, ;t- xe Increase thle The effect of the electrode material onl the rate

conceent ration of AICI, and thus. the concentration constan! is Illustrated in Figs 7a-c. In particular, Fig.
oft onium ions, an auito-cat,ilytic ec. tmaniifested by 7a shows the effect of' surface miodifteatiot ,,o the On the
ai cross-over behax ior. is ibser cii Moreover, since Pt-electrode by a chemisorbed F-e- Pc. Comparisotn of -~electrodeu

th-s over point occurs, it tile juncture7 between voltammogramns in Figs 2 and 7a shows a sigtnificant -

the plmieaii and inc c.athodic peak it ill1 sCat rate,;, thle increase in the rate of the charge transfer associated

pcc being~ revencratcdit iiith electrode surface. ivia with the first electron. te k"I Vr > k''' and similarly
01'lio I 9) is P tnotable reduction Ii the seconld peak can be Inter- B oj

preted as anl Increase in the k"-vale It IS UIhkel C
P. .'(i9) that arty of the feattires of the cyclic voltammtiogranis taike 'IF
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3 .3x10-3 - I I E(t)-curves in terms of partial faradaic currents, ie we
attempt to assign the observed change in the mode of

(a) interphase relaxation to a particuiar process.
.blThe potential-time behavior of the electrode re-

sponse to galvanostatic pulse and during its return to
the rest potential, shown in Fig. 3, is in general
agreement with the reaction path in Fig. 4, vide infra.

Z (The low concentration of LiCl present in the electro-wo lyte did not significantly alter the shape of the curves.)
z Vr 0.893V In what follows, results of two sets of experiments are
uJ,,,- presented, viz., the effect of pulse current density and
cc 0 the effect of pulse length on the shape of the E(t)
0 curves are examined. As an example, we have selected

1.1x10I I I S
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Fig. 6. Effect of solution composition on linear scan
voltammogram. System: Pi/SOCI,-AICI1 : scan rate
10mVs-I- (a) 3.0M AICI 3 in SOCI. with added

2.V mg cm - Fe-Pc; (b) 4.0 M AIClI in SOCI,.
)dLU

is due to the reduction of the central metal ion of
Fe-Pc. No such waves were observed in Fig. 6a nor Cr V, . 898V
has any such process been observed by Melendres et Cr

ition pro- al1[16,17]. The voltammogram on Au-surface, Fig. U 0

catalytic 7b, shows a substantial increase in the k11 -rate con-
ltions duc stant, thus obscuring tl~e contributions due to adsorp-

chemical tion. On a glassy C surface, Fig. 7c, we note a -5.52x10 4  I I

ms of the substantial auto-catalytic effect only. The auto-cata- 1, 0 TI

Idiion of lyric effects are associated with the process described 8.45xI0
4  

_7

the auto- by equation (9) coupled with relevant equilibria. |
se in the 3.2.3. Relaxation of interphase: accumulation of Cc)
-ond case adsorbed species. An interpretation of the potential E

for the decay curves in terms of equation (5) involves the
is not the evaluation of both 0E10O and dO/dt. Invoking the

due to the Faraday law only, ie neglecting the mass transport
the rate term in equation (2), we have dO,/dt =jFFm., zI

ice of dis- which, upon substitution into equation (5) yields:

d E 1E __ Cr
:the rate I (10) - 43cular, Fig. dt 0 ".04

ion of the On the other hand(18J, a general expression for the
,parison of electrode response to, eg, pulse current j,, is:
significant . dE ( '4-1,. 0 1,5
associated r- =J - J,. (I) POTENTIALV

d similarly dt
biryc ai (Fig. 7. Effect of electrode material on linear scan voltam-a be inter- y comparing equations (10) and (11). we have mogram. System: Me/3.OMAICI 3 in SOCI,; scan rate V

is unlikely o~lo3E = FF,,/C. Thus, as a first approximation we ormVs-'. (a) Pt electrode with chemisorbed Fe-Pc; (b) Aunmograms take 3E/00 - const and examine changes in the electrode; (c) glassy C electrode.
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1 0 - T proximated by two exponential decays. With further
increase in the pulse duration, 'he inflection poini Sym

A becomes a straigl: line with its slope and length Sym
proportional to the pulse duration. In general, the 3 R.I

E number of exponential decays observed in the poten- 'leM

0c tial relaxation curve reflects the number of adsorbed SoM. species[15]. The shape of these decay curves is deter- 5 P
mined by the potential determining processes while Now

,I the rate of the accumulation of reaction products is 6. S.
0 the result of the magnitude of rate constants of the Elec
> partial process illustrated in Fig. 4. Thus, it is ex- R \

7 P A
pected that, for the same pulse duration, the degree
of accumulation will dtepend on the electrode ma-

CTra,
terial. For example, with the passage of time at both S P

d Pt and C-glassy, a composition of the interphase is Nos
reached such that three exponentially decaying seg- 9 J. I

-2.0 -I ments can be seen. This is indicative of three adsorbed (19,
TIME species being presented, viz., A, P, and P_. On the

other hand, for the relaxing Au/SOCI,-ACI3 or the
Fig. 8. Potential-time behavior as a function of pulse Pt/SOCI2-AICI3 (Fe-Pc) interphases only one expo-

strength. System: glassy C/2.0 MN AIC'3 tSCAIl(eP)inepa. nl n xo
nential decay, characteristic of a strong catalytic

effect, is observed.
the Pt/ ... system to illustrate the effect of pulse
strength, Fig. 8, and the C-glassy /... to display the
change in electrode potential upon a return to the 4. CLOSING REMARKS
initial state, following varying pulse length, Fig. 9.

The development of characteristic features of the The complexity of the reaction path, equation (1)
E(t) decay curves with either pulse strength or its or Fig. 4, indicates that the material employed in the
duration, indicates the accumulation of reaction construction of the positive electrode might affect the
products within the 'nterphase. This accumulation performance of a discharging Li/SOC 2 cell. The
becomes clearly cvident as more charge is forced primary reason for such a conclusion is the presence
across the interphase. Qualitatively, the more charge of adsorbed species whose adsorption-desorption
that crosses the interphase, the more pronounced the rates, as well as catalytic activities, depend on the
complexity of the potential decay curve. For a small electrode material. The experimental approach in-
amount of charge transferred (ie short pulsing time volved the identification of adsorbed species by ir
or low pulse current), the E(t) curve is almost reflectance spectroscopy of an electrode-electrolyte
exponential, as could be expected from integration of interphase at rest and when cathodically polarized.
equation (5) for one process determining the elec- Examination of the 925-1400cm -' spectra region
trode potential which would yield: revealed that the surface concentrations of adsorbent

molecules, but not their chemical nature, were
eoFit - I - I +j(t - b = RTiF. (12) affected by the electrode material. This is, of course,

hC an expected result because of the specificity of ad-
sorption.

At a somewhat longer current pulse, the potential The shape of the linear scan voltammetry is deter-
decay curve develops an inflection and can be ap- mined solely by the mass balance equation, equation

(3), through the forcing function f(2) with
I 0 reflecting the thermodynamics and A the kinetics of

the system. The examination of the voltammogram
shape as a function of electrode material, for an a
priori selected set of experimental conditions, led to
the following relations:

k "> k ,, > k" (13)
^ t(") >" k i. > k~l (14)

0

A 8 ~This series in rate constants is further supported by
0 the potential decay across the relaxing electrode-

electrolyte interphases.
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